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UOB Personal Financial Services (PFS):
Strategic approach
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Omni-channel customers are our most engaged
and profitable
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What drove our thinking in 2015 for UOB Mighty
“How do we get more customers to use the Mobile App?”
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Customer Experience was crucial – Customers’
expectations were becoming higher. They were
not comparing us to other banks, but the
experiences they got with the Big Techs.
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One Single App - 60% of total app time spent
on top 10 apps. 40% fought over by the other 2
billion. Battle was in how frequent your app
would be used.
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Beyond Banking – Entry of Contactless Mobile
Payments (Apple, Google, Samsung) + Banking
would not drive frequency, we would need to go
beyond that – Experiment with Dining and
Payments.

First all–in-one banking app
focused on Bank, Dine & Pay
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Moving from Mighty to Mightier in 2019
“What would we do differently if we were a Payments app
that did Banking?”
Payments occupies
prime location

Enable multiple
banking services to
be added
Personalised
Insights triggered
by Payments and
Key Events
Enable multiple
banking services to
be added

A

B
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Payments alone would drive Frequency –
‘Beyond banking’ required too much
investment. Focus on Payments and Banking
services. Partner ecosystem players to go
where customers were.
Super-App of Banking – More and more
services needed to be digitised and we
needed to create design framework to
support that.
Personalising every Mighty app – Present
insights and offers based on individual
payment details and key events. Every
Mighty app would be customised.
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Mighty Insights: Payments & transactions enable
us to engage our customers contextually
Notifications

Recommendations

Usage & Partnerships

Festive

Birthdays

• 7 to 9 new monthly
insights
• 42 baseline features
• 20+ customised
features
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UOB Mighty’s performance
Since Launch of
Mighty in Nov 2015:
Mighty 2 Launch
Aug 2019

Mighty 1 Launch
Nov 2015

PayNow Launch
Aug 2017

• Mobile users have
grown 4x since
launch of Mighty
• Fund Transfers have
grown

7x

• Transactions on
PayNow have grown

51x since launch
in Aug 17
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UOB Mighty top in 2019 Customer Satisfaction
Index
Mobile Application Banking Services
Satisfaction1

%2

% Used mobile app in
the last 3 months

UOB

7.89

+3.9%

48.5%

Bank 1

7.83

+2.6%

62.9%

Bank 2

7.83

-0.2%

51.5%

Bank 3

7.77

+0.2%

64.7%

Bank 4

7.77

-0.6%

48.2%

Bank 5

7.76

-0.1%

58.5%

Other banks

7.74

-0.6%

49.3%

Bank 6

7.68

-2.2%

58.8%

Banks

1.
2.

Satisfaction with mobile banking services based on experience in the last 3 months, on a scale of 1 to 10.
Percentage change from last year.
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Trends to watch – Rollout of national payment
infrastructure across region
1. Strong usage in both Singapore and Thailand.
Reduce reliance on Cash and Cheques. Adoption in
Malaysia still slow.
2. Expected nation-wide rollouts for Vietnam and
Indonesia in next few years.
3. Questions we are asking ourselves:
a) Impact to domestic card payments (so far
both have been growing)
b) Impact to cross-border payments & transfers
with government-to-government initiatives
c) Are there areas of differentiation in what is a
ubiquitous service

Expected launch in
next 3-5 years
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Trends to watch – Digital wallets and cashback
platforms
Digital Wallets

Cashback Platforms

Key
Players

GrabPay, Ovo, GoPay, BigPay, Touch’N’Go, LINE
Pay, Momo, Payoo

Strengths

Has gained mass acceptance in some markets
with success in verticals like transports and F&B

Successful model with increasingly wide
acceptance. Operates in parallel with existing
payment infrastructure.

Challenges

In markets where payment infrastructure is
strong, market share gained through high
rewards costs. Unsustainable and has fallen.
Revenue model also in question as national
initiatives are rolled out.

Successful with smaller setups and smaller
chains that do not have their own rewards
platform.

Considerations

1. Many of the Digital Wallets are also Digital
Banking applicants. How will they play if
given a license?
2. How will we react to the Wallets in markets
where we are a incumbent bank vs one in
which we are a foreign bank?

1. Are there opportunities to partner or work
with them?
2. What are the barriers to entry?
3. Are there any natural advantages which
traditional banks have?

FAVE, Shopback
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Thank You
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